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INTRODUCING FUELAID
SYSTEMS & OPTIMIZERS.

1. INCREASES IN FUEL ECONOMY OF 25% OR MORE.
FuelAid operates by impacting the molecular associations within the fuel itself, enabling new 
and more efficient energy values. This, in turn, enables more complete combustion and 
decreases in fuel consumption, after engine conditioning, by anywhere from 15 to 40% or even 
more depending on engine, driving conditions, loads and distances traveled.

3. DRAMATICALLY LOWER HYDROCARBON EMISSIONS.
The environmental benefit to burning fuel at up to 99% combustion efficiency is a virtually com-
plete reduction in harmful hydrocarbon emissions. So not only will your company lower its fuel 
and maintenance costs with the FuelAid Optimizer, it will dramatically reduce its carbon footprint.

2. SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCES ENGINE MAINTENANCE.
Because FuelAid’s technology enables more complete combustion, there is a dramatic reduction 
in the need for engine maintenance and the associated costs, adding to the savings that can be 
realized  through the use of FuelAid Optimizers in your vehicles.

4. WORKS WITH ANY INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE. 
Because the FuelAid Optimzer is passive external fuel conditioning technology, not a fuel additive, 
it offers these benefits to any fuel burning internal combustion engine. FuelAid technology will not 
void or negatively impact any manufacturers’ warranties (under the purview of the terms of the 
Magnuson–Moss Warranty Act).

5. PERFORMS AT 100% WITH NO EXTRAS REQUIRED.
FuelAid Optimizers require no ongoing attention, other than making sure they are in place. 
There are no ‘additives or extras’ to buy, ever.

CREDIBLY TESTED & VERIFIED TO SAE STANDARDS, THIS IS INNOVATIVE FUEL 
CONDITIONING TECHNOLOGY THAT OFFERS THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

6. VERY QUICK PAYBACK & EXCELLENT ROI.
The purchase cost of FuelAid Optimizers is amortized very quickly, making FuelAid more 
than just a great fuel saving idea, but a smart business investment. 

LOWER FUEL COSTS.
 100% PROVEN.
100% GUARANTEED.



THE PROOF.

www.fuelaidsystems.com • 1-855 F-U-E-L-A-I-D

FuelAid technology has gone through rigorous third party testing in real world 
situations. 

While conditions and vehicles may vary, these tests certify the minimum expected 
values with the use of FuelAid technology installed on diesel rigs. 

Results are as indicated on pages 5, 6 & 7 of this presentation.

Tests currently summarized include:

EMISSTAR INDEPENDENT 3RD PARTY
FUEL ECONOMY, MILEAGE IMPROVEMENT  

& EMISSION TEST
Spring 2012

*************************

CETESB SANCTIONED & MONITORED FULL LOAD  
MPG IMPROVEMENT & EMISSIONS TEST 

Summer 2011

*************************

BATTLE CREEK TRANSIT INDEPENDENT  
3RD PARTY MPG IMPROVEMENT TEST 

2008 – 2009

For more details on these tests and more in depth information on 
FuelAid Optimizers, please visit our web site or contact us directly by phone.

LOWER FUEL COSTS.
 100% PROVEN.
100% GUARANTEED.



OUR 100% 
PERFORMANCE 
GUARANTEE 

MEANS THERE IS 
NOTHING TO LOSE  
BUT HIGH VEHICLE
OPERATING COSTS. 

1-855 F-U-E-L-A-I-D (383-5243)
www.fuelaidsystems.com

inquiry@fuelaidsystems.com

FuelAid technology represents a major breakthrough in fuel 
conditioning that can:
•  Lower fuel and maintenance costs, 
• Improve the performance of any vehicle or fleet 
 without impacting the driver or operation of the vehicle,
•  Make a positive and dramatic environmental difference.
In this age of upwardly spiralling fuel costs, FuelAid is a true innovation 
that, for many reasons, cannot be ignored.  
And with our 100% performance guarantee there is no risk to you at all.

To discuss equipping your rig or fleet with  
FuelAid Optimizers, email us at inquiry@fuelaidsystems.com 

or call us directly at 1-855 F-U-E-L-A-I-D (383-5243)

LOWER FUEL COSTS.
 100% PROVEN.
100% GUARANTEED.



  

EMISSTAR INDEPENDENT 3RD PARTY
FUEL ECONOMY, MPG IMPROVEMENT  

& EMISSION TEST 

FUELAID RESULTS CASE STUDY #14 

TEST OBJECTIVE
To carry out an independent third-party performance evaluation (Fuel Economy & Mileage  
Improvement) of FuelAid Optmizers on a 15.2 Litre diesel rig, under real-world test conditions 
and following SAE and EPA testing procedures on diesel powered rigs.

TEST PARAMETERS
The test cycle selected for this project references protocols developed by both the Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE) and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). The 
SAE protocol is encapsulated in their Surface Vehicle Recommended Practice “SAE J1321”, while 
EPA references J1321in their fuel consumption and emissions protocol under the SmartWay SM 
Transport Partnership Program.

Fuel Economy   +  8%
MPG Improvement +38%

ABOUT EMISSTAR LLC
Emisstar is a clean energy technology and 
emissions consulting services firm and a  
recognized national leader in both fuel  
economy and emissions measurement.
www.emisstar.com

“We find it remarkable that during the conditioning and running phases 
of the FuelAid installation, that we were able to achieve  

double digit decreases in both fuel consumption and emissions.”

Complete details of the Emisstar  
Fuel Economy and Mileage Improve-

ment test are available on our web site 
at www.fuelaidsystems.com

SUPPORTABLE  
TEST RESULTS

TEST VEHICLE
2005 Kenworth Model T2000 with 475HP  
with 2004 Caterpillar 15.2 Litre/928 CI engine.

TEST DURATION
12,000 highway miles including an approx. 
1200 -1400 mile engine conditioning period.

1-855 F-U-E-L-A-I-D (383-5243)  •  www.fuelaidsystems.com  •  inquiry@fuelaidsystems.com

LOWER FUEL COSTS.
 100% PROVEN.
100% GUARANTEED.



  

CETESB SANCTIONED & MONITORED FULL LOAD 
MPG IMPROVEMENT & EMISSIONS TEST 

Summer 2011

FUELAID RESULTS CASE STUDY #09 

TEST OBJECTIVE
Analysis of fuel consumption and emissions before and after a 45 day test of FuelAid Optimizer 
DC8 8100 for the purpose of saving fuel and reducing the emission of pollutants.

TEST PARAMETERS
This test was conducted and monitored by the CETESB which is the state of Sao Paulo Brazil’s 
counterpart to the American EPA. Test vehicles were equipped with the FuelAid DC8 8100
Systems. Monte Alegre vehicles pulled up to 10 trailers each from the sugar cane fields to the 
refinery. Each load hauls approximately 18 tons of sugar cane making a cumulative load total  
of 18O tons, plus the trailer weight making gross hauling total of approximately 200 tons.

ABOUT CETESB
CETESB or Companhia 
de Tecnologia de  
Saneamento Ambiental 
is one of Brazil’s most
diligent environmental monitoring groups 
specifically, but not exclusively concerned with 
the monitoring and reporting to government 
on greenhouse gas and methane emissions, 
which are very large environmental challenges 
in Brazil. Its role in that country is similar in 
scope and nature to that of the Environmental 
Protection Agency in the US. Their credientials 
to initiate and monitor this test are the highest 
available in Brazil.

“Based on the results, the tests were positive for substantial fuel savings...
We conclude that the equipment had performed above expectations and  

we will continue the development and analysis of equipment.”

TEST VEHICLES
2006 Mercedes - 12 Litre tractor trailers. 

Average MPG  
Improvement          +37%

Emissions Reduction -80%

Complete details of the 
CETESB MPG Improvement & Emission 

Test, which include the average fuel 
cost savings after their entire fleet was 
equipped with the FuelAid Optimizer 

are available on our web site at 
www.fuelaidsystems.com.

SUPPORTABLE  
TEST RESULTS

1-855 F-U-E-L-A-I-D (383-5243)  •  www.fuelaidsystems.com  •  inquiry@fuelaidsystems.com

LOWER FUEL COSTS.
 100% PROVEN.
100% GUARANTEED.
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BATTLE CREEK TRANSIT INDEPENDENT  
3RD PARTY MPG IMPROVEMENT TEST 

2008 – 2009

FUELAID RESULTS CASE STUDY #07 

TEST OBJECTIVE
To carry out a performance evaluation of the FuelAid Optimizer on a 6 Litre diesel, 20 foot  
cutaway van. Evaluation was to determine: A) Any increase in MPG with the installation of  
FuelAid Optimizer and B) Increases in engine performance with respect to horsepower and 
torque, via independent dynamometer testing.

TEST PARAMETERS
Test was conducted by employees of Battle Creek Transit, initiated and closely monitored by 
Battle Creek Transit management. Precise records were kept throughout the test period, as they 
would be the primary rationale for the purchase and installation of FuelAid Optimizers on all 
similar Battle Creek Transit vehicles. Test vehicle was put through an initial test run and an  
additional ‘verification’ run to confirm initial results.

ABOUT BATTLE CREEK TRANSIT
Battle Creek Transit (www.BattleCreekTransit.com), 
is a municipally owned transit company providing 
public transit services to Battle Creek, Michigan 
area residents.

TEST VEHICLE
2007, 6 Litre FORD F-450 diesel engine, 
ten passenger, 20-foot cutaway van, 
manufactured by Diamond Corporation.

TEST DURATION
Combination of urban and highway miles over  
a 6 month period plus follow-up verification run.

Complete details of the Battle Creek Test 
are available on our web site at 

www.fuelaidsystems.com

SUPPORTABLE  
TEST RESULTS

Fuel Costs based on 2240 Kilometres per month @ $1.20/litre  $   2,688.00 

Fuel Consumption Reduction based on test average @ approx. 35%     $       940.00 (per vehicle)

Monthly Fuel Saving based on Fleet Size of 9 Vehicles    $   8,460.00   

Projected Annual Fuel Saving       $101,500.00

PROJECTED SAVINGS MODEL  

MPG Improvement
In Initial Test    +33.4% 
MPG Improvement
In Verification Test  
(Spring 2009)  +38.6%

Increased Horsepower 
& Torque   +5-8%

1-855 F-U-E-L-A-I-D (383-5243)  •  www.fuelaidsystems.com  •  inquiry@fuelaidsystems.com

LOWER FUEL COSTS.
 100% PROVEN.
100% GUARANTEED.


